
Many like-minded individuals 
gathered to listen to the 
continuation of yesterday’s 
thought provoking presentation 
venue where students shared 
their particular field of research 
with the audience.  

Students shared their research 
with their peers in an 
informative and intriguing 
session. Each presentation was 
followed by a question and 
answer session from the 
audience and commentators. 
Students were given feedback 
about their presentations and 
ways to make it stronger in the 
future. Students are always able 
to share and receive a lot at this 
event, and this year was no 
exception. Without a doubt, all 
participants, presenters and 
audience, gained so much at this 
event. 

Future Scientists of the World Give Fascinating Presentations on Their Research  

Participants Have a World of a Time Learning about Science 

On this rainy morning, students and teachers had an opportunity to participate in 
Science World.  Comprised of six different topics, 
leading professionals in the field gave engaging, 
interactive and sometimes lively presentations to 
support us in our science learning.    

A real 
treat 
for 
all! 
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Today’s Schedule 

8:30 Meet your Buddy 

9:00-10:00 Brushbot Olym-
pic Finals 

10:10-11:40 Science Zone 

11:40-12:40 Lunch 

13:10-15:40 Project Poster 
Exhibition 

16:00-18:00 Cultural per-
formance  



JSSF Official Website 
http://www.fkc.ritsumei.ac.jp/fkc/jssf2014/ 

Cosplay (Costume Play) 
Cosplay is……Performance Art in which participants wear 
various costumes that represent the clothes of their fa-
vorite character from manga (comic books), anime or vid-
eo games. People who do cosplay are called “cosplayers”. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The Origin of Cosplay began…With “Neon Genesis Evan-
gelion”. Through the subculture of anime, the word 
“Cosplay” spread among people. A Costume Paradise is a 
company that creates and sells various costumes for co-
splay. A Cosplay Dance Party is an event where people 
who do cosplay are dancing with dance music or anime 
songs. Amateur Photographers are photographers or Fans 
who take pictures of Cosplayers.  

Now there are many shops that have store staff members 
wear various costumes of cosplay and offer services for 
guests in these stores. “World Cosplay Summit” is where 
famous cosplayers from around the world are invited to 
participate in a summit in Japan 

(This article was written by Y12 Yui Makiyama) 

You may post messages for newspaper articles to: jssf2014@fkc.ritsumei.ac.jp 
Any comments or questions as well as your photos will be welcome. 

Please write your name and school. Your message might be on the JSSF newsletter tomorrow! 

From Venue D 

The topics all engaged the audience with 
their thoroughness and understanding of the 
issues. We were pleased with their ability 
to link real world issues with both global 
and local concerns. They showed great un-
derstanding of the scientific process and 
were able to communicate their research to 
an appreciative audience.  

Mr. Terry O’Reilly from ASMS, Australia 

From Venue A 

All of the presentations were very interesting 
and created a wonderful time for me. I liked 
all the students. 

Ms. Maryam Rahmani Boldaji from KHERAD, 
Iran 

Lunch party  
After a fun morning of learning, students gathered in the 
cafeteria for a buffet lunch.  To get the party going, stu-
dents took part in a Get to Know You Bingo Activity.  It 
was a great way to mingle and get to know each other.   

Campus Tour  
After finding matching cards at the lunch party, students 
made groups for the Campus Tour.  At various locations 
around the school, students had to work together to do 
quizzes, activities, etc.  Teamwork was essential for this 
task. The group with the most points was the winner. 

Messages from the Commentators at the Science Project Presentation Venues. 
From Venue C 

Presenters were well researched and we 
were able to see some excellent presenta-
tions with extremely good presenting skills.  

Mr. Evans M. Ombui from BHS, Kenya 

From Venue B 

It is quite remarkable to note that students 
have strong interest in working on projects 
that are close to their daily lives and experi-
ences. Their presentations impressed upon me 
that we can look forward to a better tomor-
row. 

Mr. Teck Chow, Lim from NUS, Singapore 


